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Abstract - We introduce a new kind of language model, which models whole sentences or utterances directly using the Maximum Entropy
paradigm. The new model is conceptually simpler, and more naturally
suited to modeling whole-sentence phenomena, than the conditional ME
models proposed to date. By avoiding the chain rule, the model treats
each sentence or utterance as a \bag of features", where features are
arbitrary computable properties of the sentence. The model is unnormalizable, but this does not interfere with training (done via sampling)
or with use. Using the model is computationally straightforward. The
main computational cost of training the model is in generating sample
sentences from a Gibbs distribution. Interestingly, this cost has different dependencies, and is potentially lower, than in the comparable
conditional ME model.

1 Motivation
Conventional statistical language models estimate the probability of an
sentence s by using the chain rule to decompose it into a product of conditional
probabilities:
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where h def
= fw1; : : :; wi?1g is the history when predicting word wi . The
vast majority of work in statistical language modeling is then devoted to
estimating terms of the form Pr(wjh).
The application of the chain rule is technically harmless since it uses an
exact equality, not an approximation. However, terms like Pr(wjh) may not
be the best way to think about estimating Pr(s):
1. Global sentence information such as grammaticality is awkward to encode in a conditional framework.

2. External in uences on the sentence (for example, the e ect of preceding
utterances, or dialog level variables) are equally hard to encode. Furthermore, such in uences must be factored into the prediction of every
word in the current sentence, causing small but systematic biases in the
estimate to be compounded.
3. Pr(wjh) is typically approximated based on Pr(wijwi?k+1; : : :; wi?1)
(the Markov assumption). Even if such a model is improved by including longer distance information, it still makes many implicit independence assumptions. It is evidenced from looking at language data that
these assumptions are often patently false, and that there are signi cant
global dependencies both within- and across sentences.
As a simple example of the limitations of the chain rule approach, consider
one aspect of an sentence: its length. In an N -gram based model, the e ect
of the number of words in the utterance on its probability cannot be modeled
directly. Rather it is an implicit consequence of the N -gram prediction. It is
then corrected by a 'word insertion penalty', the usefulness of which proves
that length is an important feature. But the word insertion penalty can
only model length as a geometric distribution, which does not t well with
empirical data, especially for short utterances.
As an alternative to the conventional conditional formulation, we propose
a Maximum Entropy language model which directly models the distribution
of an entire sentence or utterance, and which can be faster to train than
Maximum Entropy models presented to date.

2 Review of Maximum Entropy Framework
Maximum Entropy (ME, [1]) models are exponential distributions which
satisfy given linear constraints. In the last few years, ME has been successfully
applied in language modeling to approximate conditional probabilities of the
form P (wjh) [2, 3, 4, 5]; to model prepositional phrase attachment [6]; and
to induce features of word spelling [7].
In conditional language modeling, given constraint or \feature" functions
fi (h; w) and respective desired values, the ME solution has the form:
X
(2)
P (wjh) = Z (1h)  exp[ i fi (h; w)]
i
The parameters i can be derived using the Generalized Iterative Scaling algorithm (GIS,[8]). The computational bottleneck in GIS is in computing the
expectations EP [fi] ofPthe feature
functions, and especially the normalizaP
tion constant Z (h) = w2V exp[ i [ik] fi (h; w)] for each training datapoint
(h; w). This bottleneck is quite severe: training a model that incorporates
n-gram and trigger features on some 40 million words can take hundreds of
workstation days [5, p.210]. It is this bottleneck that hinders the widespread
use of the ME framework in language modeling.

In what follows, I propose a ME model and training paradigm which address this computational problem as well as the modeling problem discussed
in the section 1.

3 Sentence Based ME Models
In the new formulation, the standard ME model (2) is replaced by:
X
(3)
P (s) = Z1  exp( i fi (s))
i
The new model does not involve the chain rule and is conceptually simpler.
In addition, the normalization constant Z is global, i.e. a single number Z is
used throughout the model. One way to think about the proposed model is
to take the old model and map: w ! s and h !  (the null history).
With the new model, normalization is infeasible, since it involves summation over all possible sentences s. Similarly, the expectations EP [fi ] cannot
be computed explicitly. These problems can be overcome as follows.
During Training: For bivalued feature functions, we estimate the ratio of
P (s : f (s)=1) to P (s : f (s)=0), which is independent of Z , and from which
EP [fi ] can be derived.
During Testing: Without knowing the normalizing constant Z , perplexity
cannot be computed. However, when interfaced to an application such as a
speech recognizer, the value of Z can be ignored since it is the same for all
hypotheses considered for the current sentence.

3.1 Estimating the Expectations

Since explicit summation over all sentences s is infeasible, we will estimate
the expectations EP [fi] by sampling. Gibbs Sampling [9] was used in [7] to
sample from the population of character strings. We will now describe how
to use it to generate
whole sentences from the (unnormalized) distribution
Q(s) = exp(Pi i fi (s)), then present an alternative method which, when
applicable, is far more ecient.
Gibbs Sampling of Sentences: To generate a single sentence from the
distribution characterized by Q(s), start from an arbitrary sentence s, we
iterate as follows:
1. Choose a word position i (randomly or by sweeping across the sentence).
2. For each word w in the vocabulary V , place w in position i instead of
the current word wi , resulting in sentence siw . Calculate Q(siw ).
3. Choose a word at random according to the distribution fQ(siw )gw2V .
Place that word in position i in the sentence. This constitutes a single
step in the random walk in the underlying Markov eld.

After enough iterations of the above procedure,1 the resulting sentence is
guaranteed to be an unbiased sample from the Gibbs distribution P (s).
Corrective Sampling: It is sometimes possible to estimate EP [fi] much
more eciently than with Gibbs sampling. This is when there exists some
other distribution, say R(s), which is computationally easier to sample from,
or for which an unbiased sample already exists. We use the following procedure:
1. Generate sentences from R(s) (or use the existing sample).

h

i

2. For every sentence in the sample, calculate the statistics RQ((ss)) fi (s) for
all i. Their expectations are h RQ((ss)) fi (s); R(s)i = EQ [fi (s)], as desired.
The sampling function R(s) must be reasonably close to P (s). How
well R(s) approximates P (s) will determine the size of the sample needed
for reliable estimation. One choice for R(s) is a conventional model which
incorporates via linear interpolation the same knowledge sources as the target
ME model. Another choice for R(s) is the exponential distribution Q(s) from
a previous iteration of the GIS algorithm, for which a sample already exists.

3.2 Feature Types

The most straightforward feature or constraint types to be implemented
are those used in conventional N -gram models or those that have been used
in conditional ME models to date: ngrams, distance-d ngrams, class-based
ngrams, and word triggers. See [5] for an implementation of these feature
types in a conditional ME model.
But, hopefully, this is just the beginning. It is our hope that a Maximum
Entropy model of the type discussed above will break the ME \usability barrier" which currently hinders exploration and integration of multiple knowledge sources. If successful, this will open the oodgates to experimentation,
by many researchers, with varied knowledge sources which they believe to
carry signi cant information. Such sources may include:
 Sentence length.
 Number and type of verbs present.
 Various aspects of grammaticality (person agreement, number agreement, (partial) parsability, other parser-supplied information).
 Dialog level information.
 Prosodic and other time related information (speaking rate, pauses,: : : ).
1

The exact value of \enough" is not theoretically known.

Filler features: It is sometimes useful to de ne a feature to complement

a set of existing features. For example, the set B (w1 ) of bigram features
whose rst word is w1 may be supplemented by introducing a feature which
is \on" only when w1 is present and none of the features in B (w1 ) are \on".
Similar \ ller features" can be de ned for other feature types. They can also
be de ned based on word position and sentence length, which helps in direct
modeling of the latter.
Filler features contribute to the numerical stability of the training procedure. Furthermore, they enable the model to assign reasonable probabilities
to sentences where some of the feature values are not well de ned or else not
known.

4 Validation
To validate the approach discussed above, we built a whole-utterance ME
model using a small (10KW) training set of broadcast news utterances2 . We
used unigram, bigram and trigram features, and appropriate ller features.
The features were not introduced all at the same time. Instead, the unigram
features were introduced rst, and the model was allowed to converge. Next
the bigram features were introduced, and the model again allowed to converge. Finally the trigram features were introduced, and the model again
allowed to converge. This resulted in faster convergence than in simultaneous
introduction of all feature types.
Since the model is unnormalized3, it is impossible to compare its perplexity
to that of a comparable conventional model. Instead, we provide sample
sentences generated by Gibbs sampling from various stages of the training
procedure. Table 1 lists sample sentences generated by the initial model,
before any training took place. Since the initial 's were all set to zero, the
resulting model is the uniform model. Tables 2 through 4 list sample sentences
generated by the converged model after the introduction of unigram, bigram
and trigram features, respectively. It can be seen from the example sentences
that the model indeed successfully incorporated the information provided by
the respective features.
Although the model described above incorporates only \conventional" features which are easy to incorporate in a simple relative frequency model, this
was done for the purpose of supporting future comparisons. The model is unaware of the nature of the features. Arbitrary features can be accommodated
with virtually no change in the model or the code.
2 Throughout this paper we have been referring to the unit of modeling as a \sentence".
But of course the method can be used to model any word sequence or utterance, whether
or not it is consistent with linguistic boundaries. Naturally, linguistically induced features
may or may not be applicable to non-sentences.
3 Indeed, unnormalizable. It is possible to prove that the normalization constant Z
cannot be feasibly computed.

<s>
<s>
<s>
<s>
<s>

EVIDENCE COULD QUESTION WE'LL ALSO DO GETTING THEN </s>
ENOUGH CARE GREG GETTING IF O. ANSWER NEVER </s>
DEATH YOU'VE BOTH THEM RIGHT BACK WELL BOTH </s>
MONTH THAT'S NEWS ANY YOU'VE WROTE MUCH MEAN </s>
A. HONOR WE'VE ME GREG LOOK TODAY N. </s>

Table 1: Sentences generated by Gibbs sampling from the initial (untrained)
model. Since all 's were initialized to zero, this is the uniform model.
<s>
<s>
<s>
<s>
<s>

WELL VERY DON'T A ARE NOT LIVE THE </s>
I RIGHT OF NOT SO ANGELES IS DONE </s>
I ARE FOUR THIS KNOW DON'T ABOUT OF </s>
C. GO ARE TO A IT HAD SO </s>
OFF THE MORE JUST POINT WANT MADE WELL </s>

Table 2: Sentences generated by Gibbs sampling from a whole-utterance ME
model trained on unigram features only.

5 Summary and Analysis
We have introduced a new kind of language model, which incorporates arbitrary knowledge sources using the Maximum Entropy paradigm, but which
is more naturally suited to modeling whole-sentence phenomena than the conditional ME models proposed to date. By avoiding the chain rule, the model
treats each sentence or utterance as a \bag of features", where features are
arbitrary computable properties of the sentence. The underlying equations
are considerably simpler than those of conditional ME models.

5.1 Computational Considerations

Using the model is straightforward and not computationally expensive.
The main computational burden of training the model is in generating the
sample sentences. Indeed, ecient sampling is crucial for practical success.
<s>
<s>
<s>
<s>
<s>

DO YOU WANT TO DON'T C. WAS YOU </s>
THE I DO YOU HAVE A A US </s>
BUT A LOS ANGELES ASK C. NEWS ARE </s>
WE WILL YOU HAVE TO BE AGENDA AND </s>
THE WAY IS THE DO YOU THINK ON </s>

Table 3: Adding bigram features.

<s>
<s>
<s>
<s>
<s>

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO LIVE LOS ANGELES </s>
A. B. C. N. N. BUSINESS NEWS TOKYO </s>
BE OF SAYS I'M NOT AT THIS IT </s>
BILL DORMAN BEEN WELL I THINK THE MOST </s>
DO YOU HAVE TO BE IN THE WAY </s>

Table 4: Adding trigram features.
Interestingly, the computational requirements have a di erent type of dependence than the comparable conditional ME models. Speci cally, the computational cost is determined mostly by the combination of how rare the features
are and how accurately we want to model them.
Much experimental work still needs to be done to improve the eciency
of the sampling process. In particular the following heuristics should be explored:

 At each iteration, consider only a subset of the vocabulary for replace-

ment. This trades o the computational cost per iteration against the
\mixing rate" of the underlying Markov chain.
 Use only rough estimation in the rst few iterations (we only need to
know the direction and rough magnitude of the correction to the s);
increase sample size when approaching convergence.
 Determine the sample size dynamically.

5.2 Modeling Considerations

A whole-sentence ME model incorporating the same features as a conditional ME model is in fact not identical to the latter. This is because the
training procedure used for conditional ME models restricts the computation
of the feature expectations to histories observed in the training data (see [4]
or [5, section 4.4]). This biases the solution in an interesting and usually appropriate way. For example, consider two word trigger features: A ?! Z and
B ?! Z . If A and B are correlated in the training data, this will a ect the
solution of the conditional ME model. In fact, if they are perfectly correlated,
always co-occurring in the the same document, the resulting s will be one
half of what their value would be if only one of the features was used. This is
bene cial to the model, since it captures correlations that are likely to recur
in new data. However, a whole-sentence ME model incorporating the same
features will not use the correlation between A and B , unless it is explicitly
instructed to do so via a separate feature (the training data is not actually
used in whole-sentence ME training, except to derive the target values).
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